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hen we think about the
technological impact of
science, we tend to think
of the things science has
produced. But there is another kind of technology
produced by science that
has just as big an effect on
us as thing technology. We
might call it idea technology. In addition to creating
things, science creates concepts, ways of
understanding the world that have an enormous influence on how we think and act.
However, there is something about “idea
technology” that differentiates it from most
“thing technology”. Whereas technological
objects and processes generally don’t affect
our lives unless they work, idea technology
can have profound effects on people even if
the ideas are false. Let’s call idea technology based on false ideas “ideology”.
Why don’t false ideas fade away, like bad
pieces of thing technology? It is a longaccepted tenet of economics that
if you want to get someone to do
something, you have to make it
worth their while. “People work for
pay.” Yet I imagine few of us work
only for pay, and those of us who do
wish we didn’t. So this “incentive
theory of everything” is false. It’s
ideology. Where did it come from,
and why does it have such legs?
As capitalism developed, a mode
of industrial production evolved
in which all other satisfactions
that might come from work were
eliminated. Of course, people who
did work like this worked for pay.
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‘Human nature’ is often
a product of nurture

But this was not a reflection of basic facts
about human nature. It was a reflection of
the conditions of human labour ushered in
by industrial capitalism. Thus, just how important incentives are will depend on how
the human workplace is structured.
There is widespread belief that individual differences in intelligence are innate and
unmodifiable. Psychologist Carol Dweck
discovered that some children have performance goals. They want to do well on tests.
Other kids have mastery goals. They want
to encounter things that they can’t do and
to learn from failure. The result is that children with mastery goals learn more, and
get smarter, than the other children. So is
intelligence fixed? That depends
on whether you believe it’s fixed.
The more that people believe it’s
fixed, the more fixed it will be.
Consider gender differences in
mathematical ability. Resarchers
Ilan Dar Nimrod and Steve Heine
gave young women a three-part
test – a maths section, a readingcomprehension section, and a second maths section. In the readingcomprehension section, one group
of women read a passage about gender differences in maths as innate
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and unmodifiable. Another read a passage
about gender differences in maths as the
product of experience. So how did these
groups do on the second maths part? The
women who read about unmodifiable differences did worse. The lesson is you should be
suspicious if you hear any explanations that
appeal to “human nature”. Chances are that,
even if it is “human nature”, it’s a human nature that’s been created, not discovered.
Barry Schwartz is a professor of psychology at Swarthmore College and author of
Practical Wisdom: The Right Way to Do
the Right Thing (Riverhead Books)
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Where are the women
conference speakers?
uddenly, it all adds up.
Instead of equality, we
can finally just talk about
economics. Sure, I still
benefit from being the
only girl in the room, but
the future looks far more
female, whether you consider educational qualification, spending power, or
corporate participation.
Of course, we can only count more.
Already, women have been outpacing
men in higher education, from bachelors
to PhD, so there is no longer a dearth of
qualified women to recruit. Plus, in both
the US and the UK, women now make the
majority of all household purchase decisions, so there is little choice but to sell
to women. US women make 53 per cent
of investment decisions, 55 per cent of
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How bloggers brought
down superheroes
inston Churchill said, “A
lie gets halfway around
the world before the truth
has a chance to get its
boots on.” In 2006, THE
99, my comic-book series
of young superheroes with
powers based on values
that Islam shares with
humanity, saw the light of
day. The powers are secular and contain the collective wisdom of ancient civilisations. They
are modelled on the 99 attributes that Muslims (and others) ascribe to God. The only
religious connotation is in the title.
Historically, one of the most effective
ways to defeat extremism was by the use
of art and culture. My thesis in creating
THE 99 was simple: if I could offer positive messages of tolerance, diversity and
mutual respect to counter directly the
destructive messages of a few self-styled
messiahs in my religion, I could uncouple
their messages from my religion and expose them as the evil men that they are.
My superheroes would crowd them out.
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In the same year that the Danish cartoon controversy and the sad results of
a war in Iraq dominated news headlines,
the Washington Post wrote of THE 99’s
efforts to “save children from embracing
a culture of violence and death”. In 2008,
Forbes called THE 99 one of the top 20 popculture trends sweeping the globe. Positive
reviews from the world’s press continued
for years. Many positive articles were written: THE 99 appeared on the covers of international editions of Forbes and Newsweek
and it received kudos from the United Nations and the World Economic Forum.
Soon we were developing an animated
television series coproduced by Endemol
and written by the titans of animation in
Hollywood. By 2010 we were ready to launch
in the US on a children’s cable channel with
worldwide distribution scheduled to follow.
Then came the most public of all our endorsements. Barack Obama gave a speech in
which he praised THE 99’s new miniseries of
cape-to-shoulder adventures with Batman,
Superman, Wonder Woman and the Justice League of America as one of the most
innovative responses to his Cairo speech
in which he called for a “new beginning” in
ties between the US and the Muslim world.
THE 99 had made a new friend in Obama
and, as my mum warned me, “Choose your
friends carefully, as you will likely gain their
enemies as well.” She was right.
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consumer electronics purchases
and chose 68 per cent of new cars.
Women also make about half of
corporate purchasing decisions,
be it as buyers or procurement
officers. And, in its latest comparison of Fortune 1,000 companies,
Catalyst, a 50-year-old nonprofit
organisation dedicated to studying global opportunities for
women, reported an increasingly
strong correlation between the
presence of women as directors
and/or executives, to a higher rate
of return on investment and sales.
As this data aggregates, most
businesses will simply not be able
to afford to ignore the most obvious opportunities for growth.
Simultaneously, collaboration,
which was only recently unimaginable both in terms of its cost
and practice, grows increasingly
cheaper and more efficient than
competition. Pushing past publishing, we’ve begun to unleash
the possibilities of participation
– be it for activists on Twitter and
YouTube, citizen scientists using
Water Canary or SafeCast, or DJs
on turntable.fm – and have thus
increased the need and appreciation for new skill sets and roles,
beginning to disintegrate the
gendered business that was usual.
Still, the number of women in
boardrooms or C-suites remains low, as
well as stagnant. With bias either unconscious or unaddressed, the pace of progress remains slow, hindered by a history
of hegemony and the typical disincentives
for institutional change. If or when these
companies finally do realise that including more women will increase profitability,
few, as 20-first CEO Avivah Wittenberg-Cox
suggests, are properly equipped to respond
to this new reality, be it in hiring, retention,
or corporate culture, let alone in marketing, advertising or product development.
Regardless, a business’s success will rely
upon increasing the number of women it
can engage. So why is there such a gender imbalance at so many business, tech,
media and world-affairs conferences? I
have decided to take on the behemoth task
of compiling the gender of speakers at
hundreds of such events, convinced that
sharing this data can alter its future. I’d be
delighted if you were in for the count.
Sarah Szalavitz is CEO at 7Robot and
an external fellow at MIT’s Media Lab.
dearsarah@gmail.com

Bloggers labelled us “Obama’s Trojan
horse” that had been created to teach sharia law to America’s children. With the help
of the accelerant of lies, the new “truth” of
THE 99 spread like wildfire among the antiObama and Islamophobic blogs, none having seen so much as a frame of the animation they were vilifying. It didn’t matter that
the world recognised our great potential.
All that mattered was that I was a Muslim
and the president liked what we were doing.
A handful of people used threats and lies to
delay the broadcast of THE 99 in America.
For 500 years, the power of the press
belonged to those who owned it. But in the
21st century, anyone with a laptop has this
power. The 24 hours that it took Churchill’s
lie to circle the world now takes a nanosecond, thanks to a blogosphere as rife with
self-appointed messiahs and bullies as evil
as the ones THE 99 was created to expose.
Steve Jobs lamented that “we can’t depend on bloggers for our news. We need
real reporting and editorial oversight
more than ever.” He wanted to find a positive revenue model for quality journalism
on the web and tried to get quality news
media to come on board. Sadly for THE 99,
that has yet to be accomplished.
Naif A Al-Mutawa is founder and CEO of
Teshkeel Media Group the99.org
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We should thank the
unsung heroes of tech
he real pioneers of our
digital age are too important, too significant to
forget. They are visionaries who see the world for
what it might be, and they
have the ambition and
drive to make it happen.
There’s just no mistaking them… Is there? Take
the quirky and misunderstood pioneer who loved to give amazing presentations of his inventions to the
industry: the mouse, the graphical user
interface, hyperlinks, windows, the word
processor. He was a man with a lifelong
vision that profoundly affected his work;
a man who was fired despite his success.
Not Steve Jobs. Not an employee of Xerox
PARC. He was Douglas Engelbart.
Or the ambitious pioneer of computers and creator of the first practical
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programmable computer in the
world, who studied mathematics
in Cambridge in the 1930s. This
man helped shape programming
languages, inventing the subroutine, macros and symbolic labels.
Not John von Neumann or Alan
Turing. Not John Mauchly or anyone from the Moore School. An
engineer called Maurice Wilkes.
How about one of the pioneers
of the internet who helped connect
the world? He is a man who was
responsible for turning the American ARPANET into an “inter” net
by linking to the first remote-host
computer, based in the UK. A man
who continues to help developing countries link to the net today.
Not Vint Cerf or Tim Berners-Lee.
A modest professor of computer
science called Peter Kirstein.
These are just three of many
names we should be remembering. Far too many of these
creators of the computer
age have been overlooked.
We remember John Logie
Baird and George Stephenson but forget the
more recent pioneers.
Does it matter who created our digital revolution? I think it does. If you
don’t know where something comes from, how
can you encourage more of the
same innovation? Do Bill Gates
and Steve Jobs deserve to get so
much credit for the amazing technology we use today? Does Apple
or even Xerox PARC really deserve
the credit for advances such as
the graphical user interface or the
mouse? Does John von Neumann
deserve the credit for designing
the architecture in every microprocessor? Almost certainly not.
In reality, the records show that
many of the ideas behind our technology came from a few scientists
and engineers in research institutions or universities around the
world. These researchers were
driven by a desire to solve problems, to make technological magic
a reality. They had little interest in
money, and less interest in recognition. In their own way, they were
the virtuosos of their fields, the
maestros with no audience.
These people were never billionaires. They never made it to the
cover of Forbes. They never had

action figures made of them. They were
never honoured in lavish ceremonies. But
each of them helped to create the technological marvels you use every day. Could we
not at least remember their names?
Peter J Bentley is a computer scientist
at UCL and author of the forthcoming
Digitized (Oxford)
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Data is only as reliable
as the people selling it

ehavioural economists
are always quick to tell us
that human beings are extremely poor at assessing
risk: we underestimate
likely dangers and overestimate unlikely ones.
After 9/11, 1.4 million
Americans changed their
travel plans for Thanksgiving and Christmas
despite the fact that it was far, far likelier
that something bad would happen to them
if they travelled by car rather than by plane.
The evaluation of risk is mathematical,
meaning that we should be able to make use
of data to reach better decisions. But the
truth is that, for humans, risk and emotion
are inseparable. We think we’re being rational even when our feelings are affecting
our judgment. But does it work the same
way for groups of people? Do corporations
and markets find it easier to assess risk by
pooling data to drive their decision-making?
Credit-rating agencies are supposedly
entirely data-driven businesses; their area
of expertise is assessing risk within financial marketplaces by determining the quality of debt obligations such as securities. As
a consequence, the agencies hold enormous
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A post-luxe era needs
co-op capitalism
he world desperately
needs a new form of capitalism. One that would
trump the version we’re
living with, which I’ve
named “Gucci capitalism”
because it overvalues
status and undervalues
equity. We’re more ashamed not to have a new
Gucci handbag (or any
luxe brand, come to that) than to get in debt.
The ideal replacement, “co-op capitalism”, prioritises collective destiny. It
would value the network and see connectivity as a social, political and economic
goal. It would recognise the import of relationships – and understand that how an
exchange takes place impacts upon its outcome. It would prioritise social cohesion.
Whereas Gucci capitalism was about
beggar thy neighbour, co-op capitalism
recognises that collaboration can trump
competition. Where Gucci capitalism was
about individual success, co-op capitalism
is about our collective future and interdependencies. Gucci capitalism was all about
people serving capital; co-op capitalism
is about people sharing the spoils of capitalism in an equitable fashion. The co-op
model may well resonate much closer with
our true natures than Gucci capitalism
did. The assumption of Gucci capitalism
– that we’re selfish, super-individualistic
beings who care only about maximising our
wealth, salaries and resources – turns out
to be more a failing of mainstream economists than an accurate depiction of us.
Anthropological studies show that societies that have less, share more. Recent
work in behavioural economics
has confirmed that benevolence
is not alien to our nature. In evolutionary biology we see that
learning from others and sharing
information is the key to human
success. Recent findings in neuroscience alert us to the fact that we
are most contented when helping
others. So although it may have
been true that under Gucci capitalism there was a tendency to bowl
alone, it might not be the case that
we are essentially individualistic.
Much points to our predilection
to do the opposite – to pull together
– as we saw in similar periods
such as the Great Depression
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and the Blitz. Take the rapid rise of the
global “freecycle” movement, whose
members give stuff away rather than sell
their goods on eBay, or the rise of Zipcar,
which allows people to share cars. Couchsurfing.org helps travellers find someone
to put them up for the night, and collective
purchasing co-ops in the US allow members to buy food, energy or phones more
cheaply. Barter and exchange schemes are
in the ascendant. All these are signs of a
new form of capitalism where collaboration, community and the collective count.
For sceptics who argue that collaboration will never deliver sufficient returns, let
me correct you. Italian co-ops are some of
the most successful businesses in Europe.
Quebec-based financial co-op Desjardins
Group is that region’s leading employer. In
Switzerland, co-ops are the largest private
employer. In the UK, the co-operative sector has a turnover of £33.2 billion. It pays
off when companies serve members (as
opposed to solely focusing on profit), are
democratically run and are collaborative.
From Apple’s encouragement of programmers to create apps, to the rise of
social networking sites such as Facebook
and LinkedIn, to Linux and Apache (the
poster children of the open-source movement), what we are seeing is collaboration
as an increasingly exciting, dynamic and
successful model of enterprise. Co-op capitalism is a way of saying “Yes, we can” –
with the emphasis on “we”. A system with
the potential to be more inclusive, more
equitable and participatory. A system better suited for a post-crisis era in which
laissez faire has lost its allure.
Noreena Hertz is a professor at Duisenberg School of Finance, Rotterdam School
of Management at Erasmus University and
a fellow at Judge Business School, University of Cambridge. noreena.com
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sway over all financial instruments by deciding how to grade debt, from AAA to CCC.
In the US, the big three – Standard &
Poor’s, Moody’s and Fitch – have been
anointed by the government; if you want
to participate in the market, you have little choice but to work with them. Yet these
agencies failed to spot the financial crisis
of 2008, continuing to rate toxic mortgagebacked securities as AAA until catastrophe
engulfed the global economy.
Part of the problem was that, in good
times, no one wants to be seen as the killjoy bursting the balloon. Bubbles tend to
be driven by euphoria; a sense that this
time things will be different. Agencies
bill the issuers of the structured financial
products, not the investors, meaning that
the banks are their source of income. And,
during the boom, there was a third dilemma: the financial instruments being rated
were so complex and so new that the agencies simply didn’t have the information
needed to make the right decisions – they
were, effectively, relying on ways of making decisions other than through data.
Although Congress has pressed the agencies to reform, little is being done. The agencies’ defence is that they are offering opinions, constitutionally protected free speech.
They say that their judgments are made in
good faith but not to be relied on. But if they
can’t be relied on, why has the government
offered them a monopoly on unreliability?
Litigation in California is challenging this.
When the housing market crashed, California’s main public-pension system (CalPERS)
lost an estimated $10 billion (£6.5 billion).
Its administrators allege that two agencies
recommended investments that turned out
to consist largely of high-risk sub-prime
mortgages. The agencies in question,
Moody’s and S&P, argue that the action is an
unjustified assault on free speech.
In January a judge in San Francisco ruled
that, while he agreed that the agencies are
constitutionally protected by free speech,
the lawsuit could continue because CalPERS
had produced evidence that might establish liability. This means that the agencies
allegedly may have made factually dubious claims about the investment ratings. In
other words, the agencies underestimated
likely dangers (the securities they recommended contained toxic crap) and overestimated unlikely ones (if we don’t give this client an AAA rating, we’ll lose market share).
It turns out that even those entrusted with
using data to offer copper-bottomed judgment were sticking their fingers in the air.
Greg Williams is executive editor of wired.
He blogs at howwecreatevalue.com

